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Introduction

z This presentation covers work performed
under TrendCenter, an AFRL Phase I
SBIR, and our tech-transition plans with
SANS Global Incident Analysis Center
(GIAC).

z TrendCenter was conceived as a disease
surveillance system for the Internet.



Surveillance

Surveillance is the ongoing systematic
collection, collation, analysis and interpretation
of data; and the dissemination of information
to those who need to know in order that action
may be taken.

http://www.who.int/emc/slideshows/Survintro/sld001.htm

Principles of Disease Surveillance
World Health Organization



Goal: Automate this
part of the process.

Goal: Develop a community
of trained analysts.

The Process

Automated
analysis

Human
interpretation

Recommendations

Sensor
grid

Communication and
Representation



Sensor Grid

z Initially focus on installed sensor base
z Early sensor targets include:

y free IDSs (e.g., Snort)
y market leading network IDSs
y firewall logs
y syslog, virus logs, host-based IDS logs later

z Our data/analysis improves existing
sensors

z Opens door for more sophisticated
sensors



Communication and
Representation

z Moving data to site to be analyzed
y HTTP used to upload data
y IETF IDWG IAP under development
y daily or continuous reporting?

z Aggregating and sanitizing of data
y if a site has 64,000 addresses scanned, do we

include a record for each incident?

z Database Representation
y similar in difficulty to message representation

by IDWG and CIDF before them
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Automated Analysis

z Simple
y top scanned ports
y trend analysis
y correlating attackers

z Predictions
y what attacks are you most likely to see?

z Data Mining
y structures in the data
y human interpretation required



Intrusion Detection
Paradox

z Most sensors today are only useful for detecting
already known attacks with existing solutions.
y Wouldn’t it be better to simply apply the solution?

z Would the vast majority of administrators know
what to do if a sensor reports a previously
unknown attack against a previously unknown
vulnerability?
y It is hard enough to get people to use “Live Update”
y Is there a commercial market for such sensors?



Detection to Prediction

z Use sensors to predict the attacks before
they occur

z Requires shared, correlated reporting
z Amazon model

y Amazon has millions of books, but they have
a very limited opportunity to present to you
books they think you will buy.

y There are hundreds or thousands of
vulnerabilities at any site, but a system
administrator has time to fix a small number.



Prediction Requires a
Community

z A single site by itself
only knows what has
already attacked it.

z It cannot have
foresight.

z When part of a
community sharing
information, a site
can predict what
attacks it will
probably see.

Site by itself
And part of a
community



Amazon Techniques

z Top sellers
z Movers and Shakers
z Top sellers unique to your defined group
z Books purchased by those who look the

most like you



Amazon Top Sellers

z Simple ranking of the biggest sellers
z Also broken down by topic area
z Our model: most detected attacks/probes

y epidemic proportions
y much of it launched by “script kiddies”
y first rough cut as to what problems need to

be fixed
y could be broken down by OS or application
y formalized “top threats”
y eventually look for top anomalies



Amazon Movers & Shakers

z Biggest gainer in sales rank in the
past 24 hours

z Possible future best sellers
z Our model: Rising threats

y which vulnerabilities are most likely
to be exploited

y which exploits are most likely to
become epidemics

y time permitting, you might want to
fix these problems



Amazon Purchase Circles

z Identifies top sellers unique to defined
groups.

z Groups are defined a priori
z Our model:

y may indicate an attack targeted at a specific
group (e.g., Air Force or power grid)

Government

Military

Air Force



Unique to U.S. Air Force

Air Power: A Centennial Appraisal1

They Also Flew: The Enlisted Pilot Legacy, 1912-19422

Victor Padrini: A Novel of the United States Air Force
Academy

3

The Limits of Air Power: The American Bombing of
North Vietnam

4

These books are important to people in the Air Force.  What
attacks might be unique to the Air Force, and should we pay
closer attention to them?



Unique to U.S. Navy

Jane’s Fighting Ships 1999-20001

Jane’s Fighting Ships 2000-20012

The Naval Institute Guide to Naval Writing3

Naval Operations Analysis4



Bestsellers for U.S. Air Force

Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire1

Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets2

Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone3

Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban4

Activity unique to Air Force, and perhaps most
important to the Air Force, is lost in the noise.



Amazon Recommendations

Based on similar buyers.  Our model? Look for similar victims.

Web Navigation: Designing the User Experience1

Data Mining Solutions: Methods and Tools for
Solving Real-World Problems

2

Information Architects3

The Code Book: The Evolution of Secrecy from
Mary Queen of Scots to Quantum Cryptography

4

Data Mining Your Website5



Human Interpretation

z Even today’s sensors are capable of detecting
new and subtle threats, but few can understand
what is being detected.

z Structures found within large amounts of
distributed data will need to be interpreted.

z Too many operating systems, applications,
protocols, and programming languages.
y No single organization can field the expertise to

diagnose all potential new threats.
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Instant view of overall
threat level.

Top threats (“fix these
problems”), with drill
down for details.

Security related news
and entertainment.
Helps to keep visitors
abreast of the issues,
and helps bring them
back to the site
regularly.

Tools and educational
material to improve the
communities skills.





Uploading full Snort scan and
alert files is our preferred
reporting mechanism.



After submission of the Snort
logs, we summarize
information in the scan and
alert log files.

If any of the hosts scanning
your network also scanned
another network in the last 30
days, we report the correlation





515, the print spool server port, is
the most heavily probed port.  This
reflects active use of attack scripts.

The most actively
probed port receives a
relative score of 100.

The previous month (days 11-
40), it only ranked 9th with a
relative score of 1.3.  This
indicates new scripts tools are
being actively used



However, it was not even on
the charts during the previous
month, so we should keep an
eye on this one.

Its relative score is 3.6,
so it is probed only
3.6% as much as port
515.

109, the port for the old version of
POP, is ranked 3rd.



There is currently a low and slow
probing of ports 6688 and 6699.

There is a small but
steady 1-3 probes
per day from many
different IP
addresses.

Each probe consists of only
one packet to one target.

TCP flag settings are
clear indications these
are indeed probes.



Mystery of the 6688 Probe

z Why are people (or a single person?)
probing 6688?
y Is there an unknown vulnerability?
y Is the music industry secretly determining

who is using Napster?

z Why are they probing it at such a low
level?

z Are these single probes from many
sources part of a coordinated activity?



No one organization can field the depth
of expertise or the range of sensors
needed to fully understand everything
that may occur on their systems.  A
community effort is needed.



Conclusions

z We have been building a disease
surveillance system under a Phase I SBIR.

z Creating an integrated sensor grid greatly
enhances the value of the sensors.
y Detect subtle attacks
y Moves us from detection & reaction to

prediction & preparation

z Operational prototype has already
demonstrated the plausibility and value of
this approach.


